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Abstract: China’s defence policy has been evolving since 1949, when the Communist Party of China (CPC) came into power. What started as a 

Communist Revolution turned into active defensive strategies and peaceful interferences for opposing threats and maintaining social cohesion? 
Since the late 1940s, China has changed a lot, however, has the old spirit totally died out? Since China is already a rising superpower and one of 
the strongest military states in the world, it is necessary for the world to explore their policy on national defence and security in order to 
understand their views and foresee the possible position or even reaction to certain situations. This study tries to outline the mentality and 
strategic planning of China in defence and security policies aiming to define their primary goals and expectations for the future. Furthermore, it 
presents major incidents that occurred domestically and internationally during the last decades and lead to CPC’s predominance. Lastly, this  
study investigates China’s approach in the “sensitive” matters of Xinjiang, Tibet, Hong Kong and Taiwan and presents the CPC’s holistic 
(military, economic and diplomatic) response with the international community. 
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Introduction 

China ιs an ancient civilization which, due to its history and 

size, remains the center of interest even when it isolates from 

the rest of the world.  This isolation is not something new for 

its people. It was last observed during Mao Zedong’s era, 

however, after his death a wave of extroversion determined 

new conditions. Besides the opportunities, this change also 

brought challenges, especially in defence and security 

matters. In this study, we analyze these challenges. To 

conduct this study, we employed the tools and instruments of 
qualitative method, namely data collection, document 

analysis.  Firstly, we present a general overview of the 

Chinese perception of safety and security, emphasizing the 

strategies of Mao Zedong and Xi Jinping. Secondly, we 

outline the current geopolitical conditions, focusing on the 

issues arose due to Chinese Muslim communities in Xinjiang, 

Tibetan sovereignty, Hong Kong annexation and Taiwan 

independence. In this section, we also mention the actions 

taken by the Chinese government to suppress these incidents, 

as well as the influence of active defence in government 

decisions. Thirdly, we develop the role and mission of the 
Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA), as it owns a 

significant contribution throughout the modern history of 

China. Lastly, we detail the international, regional and 

domestic policies on defence and security. Through this study, 

we aim not only to describe the current policies of China and 

identify primary goals in defence and security, but also to 

understand their approaches and mentality when dealing with 

both foreign and internal threats. 

 

An Overview 

From 1000BC and for several centuries, China was a closed 

society. It was called the Middle Kingdom by its people, 

because they believed it was located in the middle of the 

Earth. It was often surrounded by barbaric tribes and as a 

result, it had limited interaction with the rest world, especially 

via the western and northern routes. This explains their 
unawareness of high civilizations in the West during that 

period. Regardless who was in power, main priority was to 

maintain domestic safety and cohesion. This traditional policy 

managed to ensure the unity of the country but with a price, 

the establishment of an introverted culture. After Mao 

Zedong’s death, China or People’s Republic of China (PRC) 

as it is formally called in the present, started becoming more 

extraverted and developed a complex economic model that 

was dynamically depended on goods export. This, and other 

factors, managed to turn China into a powerful nation. 

However, in order to support and maintain this context, 
several adjustments had to be made in the country’s defence 

and security policy concepts. 

The current defence and security policy of China can be 

summarized in the famous quote of Mao Zedong “Whoever 

has an army has power and that war decides everything”. Mao 

Zedong started as a revolutionary, anti-imperialist leader and 
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later became the founding father of PRC, chairman of the 

Communist Party of China (CPC) and chairman of the Central 

Military Commission. He is also known for his theories in 

military strategies and political polices - Maoism. His 

incumbency lasted from 1943 to 1976 (Schram and Hodes 

1992) [17]. After his death, the CPC leaders who succeeded 
him, including Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao, and 

Xi Jinping promoted the same principles and governed the 

country in a similar manner. Mao Zedong, as well as his 

successors, believed that strong armed forces preserve 

cohesion, and active defence is the most appropriate concept 

for foreign safety and security policy. According to this 

notion, a peaceful, yet, well-prepared for war China would be 

an excellent role model for other smaller, developing 

countries. This belief was faithfully followed throughout the 

years and thus, can be widely found in official documents and 

proclamations.  

When the CPC first came into power, China voiced the theme 
“wars and revolutions” as underpinned by the main concept 

that world wars are imminent and inevitable. China then was 

pugnacious, both diplomatically and militarily, in the eyes of 

Western countries and their allies. The CPC viewed itself as 

the spokesman representing the whole third world and 

believed that Western-led democracies or the “old 

democracies” as Mao Zedong used to call them, were only an 

instrument to promote dictatorship. As of 2004, the 

Marxists.org listed on its website in the field transcription by 

the Maoist Documentation Project, that third world countries 
should have their own path to democracy, a “new democracy” 

without any Western influence. When Deng Xiaoping took 

the lead, he replaced this revolutionary concept by the theme 

on “peace and development”, which is followed until today. 

Under this theme, the present general secretary of the CPC 

and chairman of the Central Military Commission, Xi Jinping 

has publicly announced his dream for China to achieve great 

rejuvenation for all Chinese people peacefully, including 

those oppose to him and the CPC. Meanwhile, he intends to 

build an even stronger and wealthier China with solid power 

on military. Besides the military reformation, diplomacy (as 

an extension of national defence), is equally important, 
according to his vision for a greater China.  Table 1 presents 

selected major incidences of public safety and security that 

took place in China (or included China) and lead to the 

predominance of CPC. 

 
Table 1: Incidences of public safety and security that lead to CPC predominance 

 

Event Description Period 

Communist Revolution It resulted in the proclamation of PRC in mainland China. 1946-1949 

Korean War Entry into the war/Conflict with USA. 1950 

Three-anti Campaign Movement to rid of corruption and CPC enemies. 1951 

Five-anti Campaign Movement to rid of corruption and CPC enemies. 1952 

Hundred Flowers Campaign Movement that supported CPC regime across the country. 1956-1957 

Anti-Rightist Campaign Campaign that aimed to purge followers of “right” ideals within the CPC and abroad. 1957-1959 

Great Leap Forward Campaign that aimed to improve the socioeconomy of the country. 1958-1962 

Cultural Revolution 
Movement that aimed to preserve Communism and its ideals amongst the people of 

the country. 
1966-1976 

Tiananmen Incident 

It was triggered by the death of Premier Zhou Enhai. Some people were against the 
authorities’ decision to remove the displays of mourning and gathered at the 

Tiananmen Square to protest. The gather was cleared immediately and labeled as 
counterrevolutionary. Deng Xiaoping (Vice-Premier) was accused of planning this 

event. 

1976 

Economic Reform 
 

Also known as China opening to the world. It refers to the strategies that have been 
improving the socioeconomy of the country. Even though the principles are the same, 

the approaches vary depending on the Chairman. 
1978-date 

Beijing Spring Similarly, to Prague Spring, it refers to the political liberalization in China. 1978-1979 

Sino-Vietnamese War 

 

Chinese forces entered northern Vietnam in response to the latter’s invasion and 

occupation of Cambodia. 
1979 

Tiananmen Square protests Student-led demonstrations forcibly suppressed by the military. 1989 

 

Geopolitical Challenges 

Geopolitical stability in China is the most important 

parameter for maintaining the cohesion of its large and 

different population ethnicities, and for supporting the rapid 

economic growth. This belief and its prevalence under any 
cost has managed to turn China into one of the world-leading 

economic and military superpowers in only a few decades. 

While all the CPC’s chairmen contributed to modern China’s 

success story, Xi Jinping has made a significant contribution 

to this miracle. Since he was first elected in November 2012, 

China has improved its socio-economy and quality of armed 

forces. Moreover, the CPC has an increased policy influence 

in both domestic and international matters (Nathan 2015; 

Zhang 2015; Furuoka et al 2016) [12, 22, 2]. 

However, this outcome, especially in military, economic and 

diplomatic decisions, affects not only the countries 

neighbored to China but also major economies in the West. 
What is more, the road to this success has not always been 

easy or peaceful and China has been multiply criticized by the 

international committee for its approaches towards minorities 

and neighbored states (Scobell 2014) [16].  

For instance, the case of the Uighurs and other Muslim 

minorities in Xinjiang grew a lot of criticism when reports 
and foreign media published that dozens of Muslim believers 

were held in internment camps. According a human right 

committee that operated in the region, almost one million 

Uighurs and other Muslims could be kept in nearby camps for 

re-education (learn Mandarin and possibly change faith). 

Other sources mentioned that some Muslim groups may have 

even faced intense surveillance. However, China denies such 

allegations and shows evidence where almost 200 Han 

Chinese people, who resided in the same area, were killed by 

Uighur terrorists. Therefore, drastic actions had to be taken in 

order to maintain the safety of the local population (Hughes 

2018) [3]. 
Another similar matter is the Tibetan sovereignty. Tibet was 
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independent from 1271 until 1368, during the Yuan dynasty. 

However, since 1959, it has been ruled by China. This has 

raised major concerns and often foreign countries try to 

support Tibet’s independence. The CPC rejects any dialogue 

and claims that a small number of foreign countries aim to 

destroy the Chinese territorial integrity (Information Office of 
the State Council of the People's Republic of China, 2003). 

Nowadays, this issue brings less attention, as a result of the 

good relations (mainly in trade) between China and Western 

countries.  

The annexation of Hong Kong is also a major concern for 

China, especially after the early 2000s, when the relationship 

between the CPC and Hong Kong officials became more 

intense. The sovereignty of Hong Kong belonged to the 

United Kingdom from 1842 until 1997 when it was 

transferred to PRC. A series of guarantees in economic, 

political and legal matters should be kept according to the 

agreement between the countries. However, China is often 
accused for following unorthodox approaches that will lead to 

a faster and total absorption of Hong Kong (Hung 2014) [4]. 

This development has ignited numerous strikes in Hong 

Kong. 

The status of Taiwan (also known as Republic of China, 

ROC) is perhaps the most complex geopolitical concern for 

the CPC. The ROC was founded in 1912 in mainland China 

and it was the power that replaced the imperial rule by ending 

the Qing dynasty. From that year until 1949, it was based in 

mainland China. From 1927 until 1937 it managed to control 

most Chinese territories under the Kuomintang (KMT) 
government that was the nationalist party controlling China 

before the Communist Revolution. During the Chinese Civil 

War (1927-1950), the KMT and its followers fought against 

the Chinese communists, who were led by Mao Zedong. In 

1949, the KMT lost most of its territorial influence and 

evacuated along with its supporters to Taiwan. There, it 

established Taipei as the temporary capital of ROC. 

Meanwhile, Mao Zedong founded the PRC, which controlled 

most parts of the mainland territory.  

During the 1960s and 1970s (Cold War period), Taiwan 

increased its economic power due to its industrialization and 

goods exports. This was a natural outcome since Western 
countries supported and recognized ROC as the only 

legitimate government of China. However, this condition 

changed when more and more countries started recognizing 

PRC as the only government of China. As a result, some 

Chinese groups in Taiwan developed a more independent 

identity and in 1986, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) 

was formed. Until today, the status of Taiwan remains 

unsolved. The CPC claims Taiwan as Chinese territory, the 

KMT supports the dialogue between the PRC and ROC to 

discuss unification under conditions, and the DPP aims for a 

complete independence with or without agreed conditions - 
Republic of Taiwan.  

According to the CPC, China wishes to resolve such disputes 

under a peaceful approach, and they recall their Chinese 

safety and security policy to support this statement. The 

Chinese safety and security policy is represented by the five 

principles of peaceful co-existence, as declared in 1953 by 

then Prime Minister Zhou Enlai, and they include the mutual 

respect for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty, 

mutual non-aggression, mutual non-interference in each 

other’s internal affairs, equality and cooperation for mutual 

benefit, and peaceful co-existence. These principles are based 
on the active defence theory and can be seen in declarations 

released by the Chinese government and branches, especially 

in matters of holistic foreign affairs. However, active defence 

is not focused on an entirely peaceful approach.  

According to Carl Von Clausewitz, active defence strategies 

can be aggressive in nature. The concept for defence is on 

parrying and its purpose is for preservation; this contrasts 
with the purpose of attack which is for conquer. In general, 

two different movements exist in war, the attack and defence. 

Both are same in fighting form, hence, defence is just another 

form of fighting. Mere defence without counterattack is 

against the nature of war. A true war requires to counterattack 

even in defence. Once someone is attacked by an enemy, 

counterattack must be made, or destruction is impending. 

Counterattack can also prevent enemy’s second attacks. 

Therefore, defence is more than a shield alone. It consists in 

skillful attacks. The interest of defence, according to this 

theory, is similar to litigation and can be summarized by the 

Latin proverb “beati sunt possidentes”, which is translated as 
“blessed are those in possession” (Clausewitz 1956) [1]. 

Mao Zedong’s military theories find common ground with 

those of Carl Von Clausewitz. Mao Zedong has declared that 

Chinese forces shall make no invasion, but once they are 

invaded, they shall fight to the very end. Simply speaking, 

“defeat enemy under situation of defence” and “no initiative 

taken, unless being attacked first”. Such statements clearly 

show that attacks are indispensable in a war of defence. 

Strategically, war should be protracted so that the enemy’s 

attempt in a quick end to this war can be deterred. 

Technically, battles should be fought quickly. Simply 
speaking, the concept of active defence denotes the idea that 

defence cannot be seen as a simple shield for parrying and 

preserving alone. Defence in the form of fighting is not 

different from attack and must resort to attacks. Mere defence 

without counterattack is absurd with an impending destruction 

expected. Under this strategy, it may be concluded that 

China’s national defence and security policy is not entirely 

defensive in nature, especially when the PLA is used to 

eliminate activities that are against the government. Besides 

the cases of Xinjiang, Tibet, Hong Kong and Taiwan, China 

also uses active defence in the recent “trade war” between 

China and USA (Lobosco 2019; Tow and Rigby 2011) [10, 19]. 
 

Role and Mission of PLA 

The PLA was established in 1949 and since then is under the 

command of the Central Military Commission. It consists of 

five branches which are the Ground Force, Navy, Air Force, 

Rocket Force, and Strategic Support Force.  The Strategic 

Support Force was established in 2015 and is the newest 

branch. It assists the other PLA branches to procure superior 

position in battles by providing support in air-, outer-, cyber-, 

and electromagnetic-space. The PLA is currently the largest 

military force in the world with the 2nd largest budget for 
defence and security improvements. Due to its fast 

modernization and weaponry upgrades, it has increased 

capabilities for future world dominance (Knox 2018; Gao 

2018) [7, 5]. Besides its military impact, the PLA supports the 

advances in defence research. Among the countries that 

develop weaponry and defence equipment, China is the 3rd 

largest exporter. This condition strengthens the national 

economy, as well as Sino-geostrategical alliances, such as the 

Association of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa – 

BRICS (Wilson and Roopa 2003) [21]. 

The PLA was primarily responsible for defending the nation 
from both foreign and internal threats. However, in 1982, it 
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was decided that the Chinese People's Armed Police 

Force (PAP), which is different to the Public Security of 

China – the principal police and security authority, should 

focus on internal security, including the suppression of 

internal rebellion and counterterrorism. Besides those tasks, 

the PAP is also responsible for law enforcement and maritime 
rights protection (Kuo 2013; Upadhyaya 2017) [8, 20]. The last 

part of the PLA includes the China Militia, which is the 

largest militia in the world. The China militia and PAP are 

under the command of the CPC and support Ground Force in 

case of war or national emergency. In general, all the defence 

and security units in China are well-organized and count 

millions of servicemen. This is because the CPC, following 

Mao Zedong’s concept of power control, counts on their 

success for maintaining sociopolitical cohesion. What is 

more, Xi Jinping aims to further increase China’s power and 

world influence in the following years; therefore, modernized 

and powerful PLA, PAP and China militia are essential 
components for leading to that direction (Saich 2017) [17]. 

The primary mission of PLA can be seen as clearly elaborated 

in “China’s Military Strategy” report that was published in 

May 2015 by the China State Council Office. The main 

principles in this report include the firmly support to the 

CPC’s ruling and socialism system in Chinese style, devotion 

to protect integrity and unity of China’s territory, and 

international cooperation and world peace. In the same report, 

under the section “Innovative Political Undertakings”, the 

priority order on the objects to whom PLA pledges allegiance 

is the CPC, Chinese populace, duty, and honor. This order 
shows that their mentality has never been changed and strictly 

follows the principle of Mao Zedong which states “Party 

(CPC) shall have full command of guns”. That explains why 

those leading China can only be seen as the ultimate leaders 

holding full power, if they are simultaneously the general 

secretary of the CPC and chairman of the Central Military 

Commission.  

 

Views over Defence  

At the international level, China’s views over defence and 

security policies can be summarized in “China’s Military 

Strategy” report, under the section “Guideline for Active 
Defence”. The most important principles can be summarized 

as follows: New international relations based on cooperation 

and partnership in various forms with success to all. A self-

defence under non-preemptive strike principle - no initiative 

taken unless being attacked first. A holistic coordination in 

political militarily, economic and diplomatic matters (Lee 

2011) [9].  No military alignment or confrontation toward third 

party, establishing collective mechanism of security and 

military mutual trust. Full development of military association 

with foreign powers, including dialogue and development of 

new type of international relation with superpower nations, 
increasing the military relation level with the EU, and 

maintaining traditional friendly military relation with nations 

in Africa, Latin America and south Pacific. Practical military 

cooperation on equality and mutual respect (e.g. 

counterterrorism movement and drills with other nations). 

Participation in actions under the authorization of the United 

Nations, fulfilling of international obligations. Renunciation 

of “Cold War” thinking - replacing it with reasonable and 

objective assessments of strategic intentions of others’.  

At the regional level and according to the China National 

Defence, the relations with USA, Japan and neighboring 
states around the South China Sea are included in the 

following statements. China wishes to work together with 

USA under the principles of mutual respect and cooperation 

with neither conflict nor confrontation in all regions, 

expecting to improve the welfare of people on both sides and 

people of the world (Simón 2020) [18].  In regard to the 

relation with Japan, China admits that many complicated and 
sensitive factors resulting from historical problems and issues 

on ocean in the Sino-Japan relation exist. However, China 

aims to avoid conflict and improve the Sino-Japanese 

cooperation. On the disputes with other countries regarding 

territory and sea, China’s position is that, on the basis of 

respecting historical facts and observing basic principles and 

legal systems of the international law and modern laws of sea, 

disputes should be solved by amicable means through 

negotiations and dialogues should be initiated among all 

related sovereign states in search for cooperation with good 

control over situation to prevent escalation and collectively 

support regional peace and stability. 
In addition, under the section of “China’s position on Asia-

Pacific cooperation on security” announced in the “China’s 

policy on security and cooperation in Asia-Pacific” published 

by Ministry of National Defence, China believes that 

partnership can be formed among nations which share either 

same or different values, as long as there is equal treatment 

leading to cooperation aiming toward success.  Cooperation 

aiming toward success is a principle presented by China as 

nucleus in their constructing a new international relation. 

China also promotes the dialogue with no confrontation, 

cooperation without alliance, mutual trust, tolerance, 
cooperation and full success to the partner relationship among 

all Asia-Pacific nations and, fair and effective security 

systems and military mechanisms. What should be noted here 

is that, China refuses to recognize as authority the rules laid 

down by certain nations as “international rules”.  That means, 

China is ready to challenge the old established framework on 

the international level set up by strong powers, such as USA 

(Rosyidin 2019) [14]. 

At the domestic level, including the issues previously stated, 

China believes that are and will be under full control by the 

CPC.  The secessionists are related to and supported by 

foreign states which intend to either separate or subvert the 
Chinese government.  Despite the attempts for instability, 

current management makes rebellions impossible to grow and 

spread as imminent and serious threat.  It is therefore unlikely 

to resort to force of large scale to suppress the possible 

rebellion.  The only exception to this is Taiwan. Subsequent 

to Sunflower movement in Taiwan in 2016, (Morris, 2018) 
[11], China has gradually to transform their goal from 

suppressing Taiwan independence to unification. Even though 

Taiwan is viewed as an internal matter by the CPC, it is quite 

different from Xinjiang, Tibet and Hong Kong in a few 

aspects.  
Unlike those territories, Taiwan is not under the CPC’s 

control. Besides that, there are many historical and 

geopolitical factors that perplex the situation. The PRC 

succeeded ROC to inherit all claims regarding Taiwan since 

the end of the Second World War.  China bases that claim on 

international treaties, that Taiwan should be restored to China 

upon surrender by Japan.  China currently takes position that 

Taiwan is a part of China and has passed the anti-secession 

law in 2005, which clearly enumerates three situations that 

may trigger the un-peaceful and other necessary method to 

protect sovereignty and territorial integrity. These are the fact 
that Taiwan has been apart from China, there is a serious 
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incident causing Taiwan to be separated from China, and 

there is a total loss of possibility of unification.  

According to a survey about Taiwan’s independence, (Niou 

2004) [13], the majority of Taiwanese populace support either 

independence or unification, only if the conditions favor 

them. This shows that the power between KMT and DPP is 
overall equal over this matter. Another interesting finding is 

that they hold the view that the CPC will attack Taiwan in 

case they declare conditional or unconditional independence. 

This scenario is realistic since an independence could 

destabilize other Chinese territories and allow minorities and 

other groups opposed to the CPC to fight for autonomy and/or 

their own independence. Lastly, despite the increasing 

collaboration between China and USA over the years, the 

Taiwanese majority believes that USA will not let the island 

be controlled by the CPC. This development could cause 

geopolitical losses for both USA and their allies in the area. 

The results of this survey could be similar if other groups in 
mainland China (e.g. Uighurs, Tibetans and the people of 

Hong Kong) were asked the same questions. 

The current president of ROC, Tsai Ing-wen openly 

challenges China’s attempt in unification.  Besides her, the 

majority of young populace in Taiwan - under 40 years old, 

support independence as well.  This is because the change of 

history curriculum since late 1990s.  Taiwan has its own 

election for president and all levels of civil officials. 

Moreover, Taiwan has its own military and some foreign 

states recognizing its own existence. Another reason is that, 

the PRC has never exercised dominion over Taiwan since its 
establishment in 1949. Nevertheless, on 6 October 2013, 

during the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation meeting, Xi 

Jinping told Taiwan representative Hsiao Wan-chan, that the 

Taiwan issue cannot be postponed from generation to 

generation. This statement caused several arguments in 

Taiwan and other countries. It is clear that Xi Jinping is 

determined to solve Taiwan issue in this generation and 

pushes toward that direction while he is still in command. 

 

Conclusions  

In this article we tried to outline China’s policies in defence 

and security, not only in militarily matters but also in 
economic, political and diplomatic decisions. Firstly, we 

mentioned how Mao Zedong came into power and how his 

successors turned China into a world-leading economy. Then 

we explained why Xi Jinping is one of the major architects of 

this success and presented his vision for a stronger China and 

more effective PLA.  

We presented the cases of Xinjiang and the re-education 

programs of Muslim minorities, the complex status of Tibet 

and the reasons why it is not a popular topic anymore, the 

concerns about Hong Kong which are related to the recent 

strikes, and the political status of Taiwan which is the most 
important security matter for China. Taiwan independence 

seems to be the most challenging, because the island is not 

controlled by the CPC, unlike the other territories mentioned 

in this study. What is more, historical, political and 

geostrategic parameters add to this complexity; this is why 

Taiwan’s status quo remains unsolved. Even though the 

Taiwanese populace wishes for a permanent solution, either 

via beneficial unification or separation, they hold the view 

that China will use force to avoid unpleasant outcomes. On 

the other hand, the CPC is aware that any failures over the 

Taiwan issue may react as domino for other threatening cases.   
Next, we detailed that China follows an active defence 

concept and why this is not an entirely peaceful model for 

resolving disputes domestically, as well as internationally. 

After this, we explained why the PLA is a very important 

security body for the Chinese government, as it was engaged 

in multiple war incidents, including overthrowing the KMT 

government. In addition, we highlighted that China followed 
the “wars and revolutions” doctrine, under Mao Zedong’s 

ruling. Due to this, several countries treated China as a 

pugnacious and vociferous communist state in Asia, posing 

threat to their neighboring states and the whole world. Yet, 

when China’s defence policy converted from export of 

revolution into active defensive nature, geopolitical relations 

started to change.  

Lastly, we developed the general guidelines on the strategic 

defence of China at the international, regional and domestic 

level. According to their principles, China does not seek 

world dominance and resists all forms of hegemonism and 

territorial expansion. However, it will defend its territory and 
interests once threaten or attacked. This explains the 

controversial actions that take place against secessionists, 

minority groups, neighbored countries and strong economies. 

Furthermore, China follows a non-alignment policy and forms 

no alignment on international affairs, including miliarial, 

economic, political, and diplomatic.  

Despite China’s actions in both domestic and international 

threats, some may claim that other nations follow similar 

approaches under the scope of public security; therefore, why 

China is solely criticized? In order to maintain balanced 

relations between countries and high safety levels against 
global threats, all nations should work well together and apply 

those mutually agreed. China’s increasing influence should 

not be considered as a threat but as an opportunity for 

strengthening international cooperation. However, a lot more 

need to be achieved so China can reach a desirable level of 

trust by the international committee. China’s extraversion and 

willingness to collaborate for supporting peace and socio-

economic growth are good initiatives; nevertheless, human 

rights and well-being should be equally well-promoted.  
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